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Quarterly
Quacker

Hello Fellow Coaches!	
  

Back in 2005 when I completed my Results Coach Training, we had a model called
“The Qualities of a great Coach”. Today, as I was searching for a specific slide to use
in a presentation, I found the “old” slide. I share it with you.

How far did Results Coaching Systems come from the days when this slide was in
the training. Wow!
I could not help to revisit the slide and by doing so I realised, the truth and validity
of the qualities of a great coach are still the same. In pondering upon the slide, the
one thing that stood out for me was Integrity. A coach has to have integrity going
along with loyalty, responsibility and confidentiality. As coaches we are loyal to our
brand, our classmates and our trainers. We do not abuse the trust they have in us.
Similarly we honour the confidentiality we agreed to share.
I am proud to be a Results Trained Coach!
Enjoy the ride!

	
  Marina

Licensee, Regional Manager & CEO NeuroLeadershipGroup (Open Enrolment) SA
CEO Results Coaching Systems

	
  

What our coaches and
“coaches in training” had to say
January saw our first Intensive Coach Training for
2015, with 15 individuals excited to learn the Results
Coaching methodology backed by brain science!
At Results, we look forward to supporting our coaches
in their learning journey.
The learning experience was enhanced by the
beautiful venue at the Beverly Hills Hotel in Umhlanga.
After the initial 3 days of training we asked our
coaches this question:
Q: Did the Face to Face training meet your
expectations, taking into account whether you feel
adequately prepared to coach, confident with
techniques etc?

A: 100% agreed with the above statement.
Our training gives you practical skills which you can use straight away ☺
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Our fun doesn’t stop there. We are also excited to welcome our coaches to
the Coaches Toolkit program that started on 17 February 2015.
The Coaches Toolkit program provides additional coaching tools to add to
one’s toolbox to take your coaching to the next level for your client.
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If you would like to see
more of our “quacks”,
“Like”
our Facebook page.
(www.facebook.com/
RCSpoweredbyNLGsa)

Future Events to quack about
20, 21 & 22 March 2015: ICT face-2-face days (JHB)
11 & 12 April 2015 : Intuitive Coaching face-2-face
7 May 2015 : SCARF
16 July 2015 : Theoretical Foundations of Coaching
12 May 2015 : Building Your Practice starts
6 August 2015 : Executive Coach Training starts
6 October 2015 : Coaches’ Toolkit starts
12 November 2015 : Team Coach Training starts
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Ques

The client won't always know their strengths - instead
ask them questions and then explore their answers for strengths.
Also, notice themes that come up regularly - these may be talents!

tions

² "What are three of your greatest strengths?"
² "What are some of the biggest challenges in your life? How did you overcome them?"
² "What is your first achievement you can remember?"
(Encourage them to share even it seems boring or small now – this gives pointers to early
success – and strengths)
² "What do you enjoy doing?" (We usually enjoy what we are good at!)
² "What are most you proud of in your life?"
² "What do you like about yourself?"
² (Ask yourself) "What do I like about my client?" (Thanks to the talented Lizzy Rowe)
² "What do you yearn to do?"
² "What are some unusual skills you have?”
(The word 'unusual' forces them to think what's different about themselves so be sure to
dig deeper to find underlying strength/s)
² "What would not be like it is – had you not been
part of it?"
(eg. a project, event, work or volunteer effort)
² "What do you get complimented on most?"
(If they have trouble answering, ask them to
think back to childhood, report cards, appraisals
etc.)

Tool: Business Tolerations
We tend to get dragged down and overwhelmed by things that accumulate over time - and end up
cluttering our minds - and our businesses.
You may not want to do anything about them right now, but just writing them out here will raise your
awareness and you'll naturally start handling, fixing and resolving them. So, make a list of what you're
putting up with at work (and at home if something bothers you while at work) and see what's cluttering
your mind, and slowing you and your business down!
Examples: Incomplete tasks, frustrations, poor processes and procedures, unresolved issues or problems, other people's or your own behaviour, clutter, shoulds,
unmet needs, crossed boundaries, poor morale, overdue bills or invoices, outdated design, guilt, exercise/eating/sleep habits, office cleanliness/tidiness, undone
filing, indecision, procrastination etc…

Now is the time to identify what you're tolerating! Write as many as you can, then over time as you think
of more items, simply add them to your list:
Finally, pick ONE toleration and identify an action to take right away (or in the next day or so):

Finally, pick ONE toleration and identify an action to take right away (or in the next day or so):
Action

_______________________________________________________

By When __________________________

Transformation in 2015
We at Results Coaching Systems are honoured to now be powered by the internationally
recognised, Neuroleadership Institute. As the NeuroLeadership Institute is a leading global
research organization and the pioneer of bringing neuroscience to leadership, we feel
extremely proud to be seen as the “Education” arm of this impressive organisation – having
Results Coaching System™ seen as their flagship Coach Training program.
During this time we would like to focus your attention on 2 areas we at Results Coaching
Systems expect our coaches to honour at all times:

At Results Coaching Systems we value your privacy.
As a RCS trained coach, you are not allowed to share the contact information of any of your
classmates to any outside person, or use their details to market any product to them.
Trainers are bound to keep the information of their classes as confidential and are not
allowed to share with anybody or use the information in their own capacity.
As RCS office, we will not send your information to anybody, if we haven’t received your
written permission to do so.

Intellectual Property
Dr. David Rock owns all rights to the intellectual property of training material shared with you
during your training. ONLY licensees selected by David Rock are allowed to train the
copyrighted, trademarked and registered models and materials.

(for more information, contact us)

That’s a ‘quack’!
We look forward to ‘quacking’ with you again next quarter.

